
   

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

  
    

     
 

ACTIVEHEALTH   
CASE STUDY:  
Member engagement 

Be fexible. Be strategic. Be collaborative.  
These are three foundational principles of how ActiveHealth works with clients, because  
they all have diferent needs. What works well for one may not work for another. So,  
we’re always ready to adapt when needed. 

Awareness leads to engagement: How one client tripled 
engagement with a comprehensive communications plan 

Challenge 

By nature, health care workers tend to put caring for others before caring for themselves.  
Which is why our health care clients feel so strongly about achieving high engagement  
rates in their health and well-being programs. A year into their new well-being program,  
the benefts team of one large health care system wasn’t seeing the level of  
engagement they had hoped to achieve. 

Solution 
Since awareness is the frst step to engagement, ActiveHealth approached the client  
with a plan to relaunch the value of the program. Together  we created a multichannel  
communication strategy. Over the course of three months, we implemented  
various traditional and digital tactics to reintroduce the program 
We started with the basic question, “Who is ActiveHealth,” and from there highlighted 
various features of the program with a focus on what participants can expect from the 
experience. The goal was to create awareness and excitement and to demystify aspects 
people might not be familiar with – like what it’s like to work with a coach. 

Results 

6x increase in registrations 

2x increase in visits to the web and   
mobile app  2x   increase in the average number   
of visits per active member  2x increase in the average number of  
minutes spent in digital resources 

ActiveHealth programs can help  
improve outcomes and lower costs.  
Learn more at ActiveHealth.com 

Services are provided by ActiveHealth Management, Inc.  Our programs, care team and 
care managers do not provide diagnostic or direct treatment services. We assist you in 
getting the care you need, and our program is not a substitute for the medical treatment 
and/or instructions provided by your health care providers. 
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